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***** Print on Demand *****.Iran is in crisis when an electrician engineer is recruited to become the
prosecutor s assistant director of the Revolution Court in Abadan and Khorramshahr. Unfamiliar
with any members of Iran s Supreme Court, including Jalal, the court s organizer and leader, the
engineer reluctantly accepts his new role where he unfortunately begins witnessing one atrocity
after another. As the engineer immerses himself in his new duties within an Islamic revolution that
spares no one, he must investigate cases of sodomy, adultery, spying, and murder and interrogate
suspects who, if confess to their crimes, are either whipped or even worse yet, executed. But as a
war begins and Iran is attacked from the land, air, and sea, the engineer drops everything and
serves on the front lines for several years. As his journey leads him through war and beyond, the
engineer is brought full circle where he eventually discovers that the lengthy battle has taken many
more victims than he ever imagined. In this historical novella, an engineer turned investigator
during the Iranian Revolution finds a new destiny amid an upheaval that forever...
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ReviewsReviews

Certainly, this is the greatest work by any author. It can be writter in easy words and phrases rather than confusing. I am just happy to let you know that
this is actually the greatest ebook we have study inside my individual daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Tr ent Mona ha n-- Tr ent Mona ha n

Comprehensive guide for ebook fanatics. I have read and i am certain that i am going to planning to read through yet again once again in the future. Your
lifestyle period will likely be change once you full looking over this ebook.
-- Ja kob Da vis-- Ja kob Da vis
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